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Flow and Stuck List Examples 

A few people have asked about having some more examples for the flow and stuck lists – so here we 

are.  

Below is an extract from an email conversation with one of your class mates, Diana. And then below 

that I’ve shared my own stuck and flow lists in case that helps too.  

 

Here is the extract from the email conversation Diana and I had. I thought it might be helpful to 

share as it gives some great examples of the kind of things that might be in flow and might be on 

someone’s stuck list.  

What I love about cooking is organising, selecting ingredients, preparing and 

assembling and presenting. Therefore, on my flow list I have that I am in flow 

when I am organising, preparing, assembling and presenting and so on. SPOT ON! 

:) 

On my stuck list I have doing research and dusting, hanging out washing and 

ironing which means to me I feel stuck when I have to deal with detailed stuff 

and it is a slow little job. Perfect. You’ve understood this completely.   

 My flow list is this: organising, selecting ingredients, preparing, assembling, 

writing, presenting, generally practical things, de-cluttering, leading, creating 

and developing ideas, teaching, modelling activities, delivering; executing; being 

creative with hands on art stuff like pottery; connecting theory with practice, 

walking; spending time with close friends; having guests over for dinner; 

travelling; going to restaurants; Highlighted ones are what you need to be really 

aware of for business – the rest is great to know so you can create balance in 

your life...   

Stuck state: doing research, editing, making lists, listening to audio material; 

conversing on the telephone; filing; following rigid orders and plans; reading 

instruction manuals; collecting information; dealing with details, planning 

activities, ironing, warming up before exercise; Brilliant. You’ve nailed this.  

Thanks to Diana Adamko, Life Coach, UK for sharing this with us.  
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I also thought it might be useful to share mine as well: 

Flow: 

Writing strategies 
Seeing opportunities 
Evaluating opportunities 
Helping people get results 
Talking with people (most enjoyable if there is a purpose to the discussion) 
Starting projects 
Stacking deals together 
Pulling together resources 
Marketing strategy 
Writing: blog posts, sales copy 
Interpreting research/ analytics  
Solving problems 
Making decisions 
 
Non-business:  
Horse riding 
Watching movies – action adventure 
Discovering new cultures 
Driving  
 

Stuck: 

Repetitive tasks 
Nitty gritty detail 
Editing video – web chap does this 
Admin – have a VA 
Completing details 
Editing my own work 
Proof reading 
Doing detailed research 
Book keeping – outsource 
 
Non-business:  
Sitting on beach – hate it 
Sitting in traffic 
Puzzles/ games/ crosswords 
Food shopping – so we order online 
Cleaning, ironing – we have a cleaner now 
 
Hope this helps you define yours! :) 

Laura Leigh Clarke 
a.k.a. the Whole Heart, Whole Brain Business Mentor 
Wire Yourself for Wealth 
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